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The article presents a study of usage of machine-learning models for the classification of
text data on the example of the problem of classifying requests to technical support through
a chat bot of a mobile application. The following methods were considered: Naive Bayes
classifier, K-Nearest Neighbors algorithm (KNN)), Decision Tree, Random Forest, Support
Vector Machines (SVM) and the method of Logistic Regression (Logistic Regression), as well
as 21 models based on above methods. The best machine-learning model for classifying text
requests to the technical support chat bot turned out to be a model, based on the Logistic
Regression method, and model, based on the Random Forest Classifier. The Complement
Naive Bayes model of the Naive Bayes group of models showed the shortest tuning time
among the trained models with an acceptable accuracy. The proposed methodology can be
used to analyze and classify text data.

Keywords: text classification; machine learning methods; regression; natural language;

text data analysis.

Introduction

Nowadays, the natural language processing is an actively developing branch
of information technology. Natural language processing issues are especially relevant
when implementing the tasks of automating the functions of the execution of public
administration, in solving socially significant issues, as well as to improve quality and
reduce cost of companies’ services provision. Natural language processing methods are
based on mathematical statistics, probability theory, computational mathematics and
graph theory, are an integral part of the field of artificial intelligence knowledge and used
as a platform for deep analysis and text processing. Their use allows us to find patterns
in large datasets, reduce data processing time and carry out classification.

The task of classifying text in natural language is relevant and has great development
prospects, since it provides the ability to fully automate a wide range of business processes,
for example, automatic text classification and organizing a collection of text questions
and answers for faster processing of user requests. Text classification is used to solve a
wide range of problems as sorting texts according to their content, placing them in certain
groups, classifying records with given attributes, etc. [1]. When solving problems of textual
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data classification, often-used tools are machine-learning methods that effectively solve
the problem of assigning an object to one of the predefined classes based on its formalized
features.

1. Research of Text Classification Methods

At the moment, the technology stack for performing the task of classifying text data
is very diverse and is based on the use of various machine learning methods. Some of the
most common methods used to solve text classification problems are:

1) Method "Naive Bayesian classifier (Naive Bayes)";

2) K-nearest neighbors method;

3) Decision Tree Classifier method;

4) Random Forest method;

5) Support Vector Machine;

6) Logistic Regression method.

The topic of description and use of machine learning methods for text classification
is investigated intel works of many Russian and foreign authors. In [13–19], comparative
characteristics of the usage of the above mentioned methods are given, which show that
at present there is no single generally accepted effective method.

For example, in [13] the results of the experiment are presented, which show that
the Naive Bayesian classifier and the Support Vector Machine have good accuracy of use,
which is 90 and 91.5%, respectively, in the recognition of spam messages compared to the
Method of K-nearest neighbors, the accuracy of which is 55.75%.

In [14], at the stage of classification of textual data in the field of medicine, the authors
used seven machine learning methods (Seven machine learning methods Bagging, J48, Jrip,
Logistic Model Trees (LMT), Logistic Regression, Linear Regression and Support Vector
Machine (SVM)).

The accuracy of the best classifier (Logistic Model Trees) when analyzing the
authenticity of notes was 74%. The Bayesian classifier and the k-nearest neighbors
classifier showed lower accuracy. In [15–17], the K-nearest neighbor algorithm (KNN)
for classification was used, which showed good classification accuracy, and in [8], KNN
method was used to calculate the level of customer satisfaction with commercial banks
in the region, which made it possible to improve the quality of services provided. At the
stage of classification and evaluation of electronic correspondence in [18], 5 algorithms
were tested: Naive Bayes classifier, KNN, SVM, Decision tree, Random forest. As a result
of the study of these machine learning algorithms, the Random Forest algorithm showed
the best result, which is 93%. The article [10] describes the application of random forest
("random forest") and SVM algorithms from the scikit learn library for the classification
of news texts. The best obtained classifier for the classification of media texts turned out
to be a model based on the support vector machine. And the most common, according to
the authors of [19], a useful method for solving the problem of binary classification is a
logistic regression. The logistic regression can be used for various classification tasks such
as spam detection, disease prediction, loan outcome prediction, etc.

An analysis of the usage of machine learning methods showed that they have
advantages and disadvantages, which are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1

Advantages and disadvantages of groups of machine learning methods
for text classification

Machine
learning
method name

Dignity disadvantages

Naive Bayes classification is performed in a
short time, requiring a minimum of
computing power;
requires less training data, for
example, compared to logistic
regression.

the problem of "zero frequency";
the assumption of the
independence of features.

K-nearest
neighbors

does not require pre-training;
ease of use.

"Curse of Dimension";
high complexity of one forecast.

Decision Tree
Classifier

does not require data preparation
and is easy to understand;
uses a "white box" model, that is,
the results can be explained using
Boolean logic, in contrast to some
artificial neural networks.

the problem of retraining due
to the creation of complex
structures when building a tree;
inefficient distribution of weights
for data that includes categorical
variables.

Random
Forest

efficient processing of data with
a large number of features and
classes;
internal assessment of the
generalizability of the model;
high parallelizability and
scalability.

large size of the resulting models.
It takes O (K) memory to store
the model, where K is the
number of trees.

Support
Vector
Machines

the principle of the optimal dividing
hyperplane leads to maximization
of the dividing strip width, and,
therefore, to a more confident
classification;
the convex quadratic programming
problem is well studied and has a
unique solution.

instability to noise;
it is necessary to select
the constant C using cross-
validation;
there is no feature selection.

Logistic
Regression

fast learning;
ease of use

only applicable if the solution is
linear;
the algorithm assumes that the
input functions are mutually
independent (no collinearity).

Thus, we will conduct a study of the methods presented in Table 1 for the most
effectiveness for solving the problem and creating a classification system.
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2. Methodology for the Classification of Text Data

For efficient and fast execution of the task of classifying text data, consider a
methodology that contains the following steps.

Stage 1. Data preprocessing.
The initial data for the study is a database of text records (or calls) to the technical

support chatbot on problems that arose during the use of a banking application of a
company engaged in bank payments.

The marked data contains the following fields: Header - header; Body - the appeal
itself; Class - the class of appeal (qr-codes, commission, checks, call back, refund, reviews,
payment failed). User requests are initially manually assigned to a class, marking up the
dataset, and then the model will be trained on this dataset and will itself determine which
class this or that request belongs to. The data volume includes 2504 records, 2315 of which
are unique records containing 5867 word forms.

The classification accuracy, in addition to the selected machine learning model and its
parameters, is influenced by the amount of initial data for training the classifier model,
the quality and purity of this data. Therefore, preliminary processing of the initial data
is one of the most important stages. Thus, in the course of preliminary processing of text
data, it is necessary to implement preliminary automatic processing, including:

1) splitting the text into words;

2) correction of typos in words;

3) replacing dates, times and amounts with keywords;

4) removal of unrecognized numeric data;

5) making substitutions from the dictionary of substitutions;

6) removal of punctuation marks;

7) removal of service parts of speech;

8) reduction of words to their initial form;

9) combining words back into text.

To date, there is no ready-made tool for correcting typos that would show close to 100%
efficiency for any input data. For example, there are the following solutions to fix typos:
Yandex.Speller, JamSpell, PyEnchant and DeepPavlov. The first solution, Yandex.Speller,
requires an Internet connection and has restrictions on commercial use, and JamSpell is a
paid product, in the free version of which efficiency is sufficient only for correcting words
with one typo. DeepPavlov is a powerful and free tool that takes into account the context,
does not require an Internet connection, but, firstly, it requires a slightly outdated version
of Python with a virtual environment to work, and, secondly, it requires a lot of RAM and
processing power.

Therefore, to correct typos in this study, we used the implementation of the Enchant
library for the Python programming language – PyEnchant, designed to correct errors in
words of various languages, which also has support for correcting words in Russian with
high accuracy. It is free, does not require an Internet connection (after downloading and
installing on a PC / server), and also does not demand the power of your PC / server.
Disadvantages of this solution are no contextualization, no correction of separated words
by mistake, correction of words with more than one typo is difficult.
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In the set of initial data, a lot of words glued and separated by mistake, words with two
or more typos, borrowed words with typos that the system did not recognize were found
by mistake. To solve this problem, a number of substitution dictionaries were compiled for
words and word forms, for which the algorithm does not pick up the necessary corrections.
The replacement for borrowed words was carried out immediately by a word in the initial
form. The percentage of such cases of word forms is 3% to 7%. After applying these
methods, it was possible to filter out more than 97% of words with typos.

Then the service parts of speech were removed, because they do not have a significant
effect on the meaning of the text, but they increase the noise level and the number of
word forms. All words are reduced to their initial form, because different forms of the
same word increase the number of word forms in the text. When solving both problems,
a free library for the Python programming language, PyMorphy2, was used. This library
implements the functionality of morphological parsing, and also supports the reduction of
words to their initial form based on the data obtained during morphological analysis. The
disadvantages of the library can also be attributed to the lack of context. With the help
of this library, a morphological analysis of all words in the initial data was carried out:
the words of the service parts of speech were removed, and the rest were reduced to their
initial form.

Regular expressions have been applied to replace meaningful numeric data such as
dates, times, amounts, quantities, and remove unrecognized ones, as well as to remove
punctuation marks. First, a search was made for dates and times, replacing them with the
words date and time, then the search for sums and quantities, they were replaced with
the words sum and quantity. Unrecognized numeric data has been removed, as having
punctuation marks.

After applying all the above methods, 2,176 unique records remained, and the
number of word forms was reduced to 2951. Preliminary word processing gives significant
results even on a small amount of data. On larger amounts of data, the effect will
be more noticeable as the parameters of the initial data are significantly improved,
which subsequently influenced the quality of training a machine learning model for text
classification.

Algorithm and program code for preprocessing data.
The preprocessing stage contains the following steps, implemented using the Python

programming language.

Step 1. Import .csv raw data into a DataFrame.

Step 2. Removing null lines.

Step 3. Casting the DataFrame object to a list for ease of processing, followed by converting
the strings to lowercase.

Step 4. Removing all extraneous characters except alphabetic and numeric by means of a
regular expression using the Re library.

Step 5. Splitting each element of the list into separate words using the split () method.

Step 6. Correcting mistakes in words using a dictionary of substitutions.

Step 7. Correcting mistakes in words using the Enchant library.

Step 8. Using the PyMorphy2 library, lemmatization of each word, ie. reduction of a word
to its initial form, which increases the classification accuracy due to a sharp reduction in
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word forms in the text.

Step 9. Using the PyMorphy2 library, determine the part of speech for each word, and, if
it turns out to be a service part of speech, remove it from the list.

Step 10. Using the Re library, replacing meaningful information such as dates, times, sums
with the words DATE, SUM, TIME.

Stage 2. Data splitting into training and test samples.
The data were divided into training and test samples in a ratio of 70% (training)

to 30% (test). Splitting is done randomly using the train_test_split () function of the
Scikit-Learn library.

Stage 3. Training models on the training sample.
To create a classification system, six groups of machine learning were selected,

presented in Table 1.
The Scikit-Learn package was used to implement the software implementation of the

group of methods. Scikit-Learn specializes in machine learning algorithms for solving
supervised learning problems: classification (predicting a feature, the set of valid values
of which is limited) and regression (predicting a feature with real values), as well as for
unsupervised learning tasks: clustering (splitting data into classes , which the model will
determine itself), dimensionality reduction (presentation of data in a space of a lower
dimension with minimal loss of useful information) and anomaly detection.

Training models using the LogisticRegression model, which showed the best accuracy
analysis and classification of text using Scikit-Learn and Pandas library includes the
following steps.

Step 1. Replacing class names with numbers.

Step 2. Vectorization of data (translation of data into vector representation).

Step 3. Building a classifier to assess its accuracy.

Step 4. Application of the classifier.
This line allows you to determine which class this message belongs to. The rest of the

classifiers based on other machine learning models have similar program code.

Stage 4. Testing of models on a test sample.
Testing was carried out as follows: using the model predictions on the test sample, an

error matrix was built. The error matrix shows which class the call belongs to (horizontal
axis) and to which class the machine learning model assigned it (vertical axis). The color
of the cell shows the number of correct answers: the color of the cell is lighter if the number
of answers it contains is greater. Based on the error matrix, the accuracy of the model can
be calculated. But it is much more convenient to calculate the accuracy using a function
from the sklearn library: score (X_test.toarray (), y_test). For example, the obtained
accuracy value of 0.7 means that 70% of the model’s predictions turned out to be correct.

Fig. 1 shows an example of the resulting error matrix for the LogisticRegression model.
An error matrix is a matrix that is used to evaluate machine learning classifier models based
on test data for which the true values are known.

The main indicators of the matrix are:

1) true answers, when the model recognized the desired object class;

2) false answers, when the model assigned the recognized object to the wrong class.
In the error matrix, one can see the number of correctly recognized objects of each
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class, the number of incorrectly recognized objects. One can also see to which class the
model has assigned the incorrectly recognized objects.

Based on the error matrix, various model metrics can be calculated: overall model
accuracy, total model error probability, individual accuracy and error probability for each
of the classes.

The error matrix allows us to fully evaluate the models under consideration.
The error matrix, shown in Figure 1, diagonally displays the number of predictions

corresponding to the correct class, and the remaining values can be used to determine the
number of false answers for each class.

Fig. 1. Matrix of errors for the LogisticRegression model

As can be seen from the error matrix, that there is a small number of false positive and
false negative values related to the true positive and true negative values. Accordingly,
the accuracy of building the model is 0.7, and, therefore, this model, in general, correctly
classifies all the data of the test sample. Accordingly, the accuracy of the model is 0.7,
and, therefore, this model correctly classifies the test sample data in 70% of cases.

3. Analysis of Experimental Results

Table 2 shows the results of testing models in terms of accuracy and training duration.
Accuracy is determined by the ratio of the number of correctly identified positive objects
to the total number of positive objects that the classifier attributed to this class.
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Table 2

Analysis of experimental results based on the classification
by accuracy and running time of the trained model

Group Model Accouracy Time
(sec)

Logistic Regression LogisticRegression 0.7 1.95
LogisticRegressionCV 0.7 64.74

Random Forest RandomForestClassifier 0.68 1.59
RandomForestRegressor 0.54 19.7

Support Vector
Machine

LinerSVC 0.67 0.52

NuSVC 0.65 8.57
SVC 0.63 8.58
NuSVR 0.25 3.24

Näive Bayes ComplementNB 0.65 0.03
MultinomialNB 0.64 0.03
GaussianNB 0.44 0.36
BernoalliNB 0.41 0.06

Decision Tree
Classifer

DecisionTreeClassifer 0.6 0.37

ExtraTreeClassifer 0.59 0.05
ExtraTreeRegressor 0.36 0.39
DecisionTreeRegressor 0.34 0.42

K-nearest
neighbors

KNeighborsClassifer 0.56 1.99

KNeighborsRegressor 0.42 1.99
RadiusNeighborsClassifer 0.17 3.13
NearestCentroid 0.13 0.06

Experiments show that the most accurate methods of text analysis and classification
when solving the problem are the Logistic Regression models with an accuracy of 0.7 and
the Random Forest Classifier with an accuracy of 0.68. A lower accuracy (0.67), but also a
shorter training time (0.52 s), was shown by the LinearSVC model of the Support Vector
Machines. The shortest running time of the trained model (0.03 s) with an acceptable
accuracy (0.65) was shown by the ComplementNB model of the Naive Bayes group of
models.

Conclusion

As a result, the work was studied and 6 methods of classification of text data have
been tested: NaiveBayes classifier, KNN, Decision tree, Random forest, SVM, the method
of logistic regression, as well as 21 models that are part of the above methods. The best
obtained classifier for classifying text records (or calls) to the technical support chatbot
turned out to be a model based on the Logistic Regression method. Also, to solve the
problem, a code in the Python programming language was written, which contains powerful
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tools for solving various problems of data science, using which various models can be built
for obtaining the required results. The proposed methodology can be used to analyze and
classify text data.
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АНАЛИЗ МОДЕЛЕЙ МАШИННОГО ОБУЧЕНИЯ
ПРИ РЕШЕНИИ ЗАДАЧИ КЛАССИФИКАЦИИ
ТЕКСТОВЫХ ДАННЫХ

A. В. Пчелин, Н. А. Кононов, В. С. Серова, Е. В. Бунова,

А. В. Марченко, А. Е. Шевченко

В статье представлено исследование использования моделей машинного обучения
для классификации текстовых данных на примере задачи классификации обращений
в техническую поддержку через чат-бот мобильного приложения. Были рассмотрены
следующие методы: наивный бейсовский классификатор (Naive Bayes classifier), метод
k-ближайших соседей (k-nearest neighbors algorithm, KNN)), дерево принятия реше-
ний (Decision tree), метод случайный лес (Random forest), метод опорных векторов
(SVM), метод логистическая регрессия (Logistic Regression), а также 21 модель, входя-
щая в состав вышеперечисленных методов. Наилучшей моделью машинного обучения
для классификации текстовых записей (обращений) в чат-бот технической поддерж-
ки оказалась модель на основе метода логистическая регрессия (Logistic Regression),
которая была построена средствами языка программирования Python.

Ключевые слова: классификация текста; методы машинного обучения; регрес-

сия; естественный язык; анализ текстовых данных.
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